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September 10, 2018
TO: LYNN SCARLETT
FROM: Connie Barlow, retired science writer, founder of Torreya Guardians (14 years ago); first group to do "assisted migration" of
endangered USA plant
RE: Crucial role for TNC to offer win-win ESA regulations proposal (and counter Dusky Frog SCOTUS); NYT journalist is talking
with me
Angela I just left you a long phone message re the crucial role TNC can play in formally recommending to USF&WS a way to "modernize"
how the Endangered Species Act is implemented. Comment deadline Sept 24. As founder of Torreya Guardians (first group to use
loophole in ESA to move a climate-endangered plant poleward), I get lots of media attention on this (e.g. hour-long phone call with
NYT journalist last Friday).
• TNC role: Recommend that plants currently on "life support" (words of Senate Chair in July ESA hearing) be screened (by TNC,
using its own funds) as to whether they are "glacial relicts". For each species so judged, suggest that USF&WS offer to TNC and other
land trusts opportunities to forge their own recovery plans for poleward experimentation toward recovery — using existing private
conservation easements for experimental plantings). USF&WS would contribute seeds and seedlings deemed "non-essential and
experimental."
• Torreya taxifolia as case study: Torreya taxifolia was declared a glacial relict in 1905 botany journal, F.R. ESA listing in 1984, in
1986 recovery plan, and 2010 plan update. (See below for more detail.) But recent implementation will not admit that past inability to
track climate change northward from well-known "peak glacial refuges" is a reason to try "assisted migration" to cooler realms, much
less that future climate change is an additional reason to do so. Note: March 2018 Univ. FL "Torreya Symposium" concluded the next
step should be genetically engineering disease resistance into Torreya taxifolia in order to finally be able to help it survive in Florida.
No mention was made of experimenting with "assisted migration," nor of our successes. Prior to that outcome, our group had a "live
and let live" attitude toward USF&WS and its prime implementer (Atlanta Botanical Garden). After that GMO declaration, I decided to
use FOIA to extract data that I already knew would be immensely damaging to how the official management would be viewed by
mainstream conservationists: I asked for data of numbers of seeds produced each year, 2007 - 2017 in the 2 official ex situ plantings
and their "ultimate destination". FOIA complied well, but the results were so embarassing that it was held up in DOI solicitor's office for
several months beyond the original "complex" 6-week deadline. I launched that FOIA in order to leverage teamwork. I tried to use the
FOIA results to leverage teamwork with ABG: nothing. Then, when I finally got high enough up in USF&WS for long phone calls
(beginning with Chief of Communications, headquarters) I started making progress. But ultimately, not until I figured how TNC could
play the lead role in somewhat "privatizing" Torreya's recovery (and other glacial relicts) did I see a way to have the conflictual days
of citizens v. govt fade away: Torreya Guardians will no longer be necessary. Citizens will gain the thrill of helping an endangered tree
in their own forested lands by having TNC play the reputable intermediate role. This shift in implementation under the existing ESA
should really appeal to libertarian members of Congress. Thus, western governors might achieve some down-shifting of management
to their state DNRs, but eastern congresspeople could thrill to showing a similar track appropriate for the pro-conservation flair in the
east: and banking on TNC's reputation and corporate respectability. Note: I suggested to NYT journalist last week that Torreya
taxifolia is the "mirror image of Dusky Frog": Officials unwilling to donate excess seeds to us (FOIA result confirms thousands of seeds
went to the local squirrels instead), thus "under-reach", whilst the Dusky Frog case is the outlier of agency "over-reach" -- single-case
failures at both ends of the spectrum in which some 1,500 other recovery plans are appropriate and wise. Not a bad track record for
DOI. But somebody has to spin it that way; F&WS will not step out that way.
Thank you for your attention,
Connie Barlow, founder of http://www.torreyaguardians.org/
Forwarded email below will give you the science back-up and cites. Possingham knows me.
Begin forwarded message:
From: Connie Barlow <conniebarlow52@gmail.com>
Subject: Torreya taxifolia case study shows cheap way to de-list plants
Date: September 7, 2018 at 3?45?20 PM EDT
To: Leah.Gerber@asu.edu
Cc: Hugh Possingham <hugh.possingham@tnc.org>, Donald Imm <donald_imm@fws.gov>, "Phillips, Catherine"
<catherine_phillips@fws.gov>
Leah It was thrilling to come upon your PNAS 2016 paper today ("Conservation Triage") and thereby learn you are helping USF&WS
improve how it allocates limited taxpayer funding for endangered species. (I learned of that paper by reading the 7 Sept 2018

improve how it allocates limited taxpayer funding for endangered species. (I learned of that paper by reading the 7 Sept 2018
feature in Science journal "Should It Be Save?", by Warren Cornwall.)
I am founder of Torreya Guardians and coauthor with U AZ Pleistocene ecologist Paul S Martin of 2004 advocacy paper, "Bring
Torreya taxifolia North Now!"
I see in your 2016 paper that T. taxifolia is "underfunded." Necessarily, in a broad data-base analysis, that would seem the
conclusion. However, knowing how this endangered subcanopy tree has actually been managed through the years, leads me to
disagree.
RECOMMENDATION: Look closely at Torreya taxifolia as a case study, as it may suggest a way to tremendously re-allocate funds
away from some endangered plants such that recovery (and de-listing) is actually enhanced by diminished funding. Here is why:
SCIENCE FOUNDATION: The above recommendation stems from the likelihood that other endangered plants south of peak-glacial
ice advance in the eastern states may, as with Florida Torreya, signal relict populations that (for a variety of reasons) were unable to
track Holocene warming poleward. This is indisputably the case for Torreya taxifolia, and has been since science publications
described it as such beginning in 1905 (also the 1984 Federal Register listing as endangered, the 1986 recovery plan, and the 2010
plan update).
POOR MANAGEMENT CHOICES, NOT INADEQUATE FUNDING: We Torreya Guardians used a loophole in the ESA (just for
plants) to acquire seeds from horticultural specimens in North Carolina and begin assisted migration on our own in 2005, but with
minimal seed numbers. The problem is that not until the 2010 recovery plan update was "assisted migration" northward even
considered as a possible management strategy within the drafting of the official plan; however the "pilot project" offered by
USF&WS staff was voted down by the science advisors + stakeholders, with only two of us Torreya Guardians in the mix voting yes.
POLICY RECOMMENDATION: Farm out all "glacial relict" plants to The Nature Conservancy and other land trusts expressly
for citizen/landowner-led plantings in states northward of the historically known native range. Cease all USF&WS internal or external
funding of "research science" for these plants. Instead, designate an appropriate amount of funds for nothing more than withinagency "management," with an emphasis on USF&WS communicating with citizen planters (via their land trusts) and encouraging
documentation, evaluation, and sharing of results by the land trusts or other NGOs toward the goal of identifying ideal latitudes
and habitats for species health and reproduction — while aiming to minimize the need for continued human interventions (hence,
culminate in de-listing).
HOW TO IDENTIFY GLACIAL RELICTS:
1. NATIVE RANGE IS A KNOWN PEAK GLACIAL REFUGE: Any southeastern USA species or subspecies residing only within or
near one of the premier "glacial refuges" at the downstream ends of the major rivers draining to the Gulf or Atlantic should
automatically be deemed a glacial relict. The three major refuges are (Tunica Hills for Miss. River), Apalachicola (end-point of
Chattahoochee River), and Altamaha River.
2. SOLUTION TO THE PALEOECOLOGICAL "REID'S PARADOX" suggests there may be many more small glacial refuges for
eastern temperate plants, distant from the coasts of the Big Three. If a plant seems limited to a particular habitat type disjunct in
geographically isolated locations, and if its seed is not wind-dispersed, then it may be a "left-behind" glacial relict.
3. DOCUMENT HORTICULTURAL SPECIMENS IN NORTHWARD HABITATS. Torreya Guardians is unique not only in engaging in
the numerous "assisted migration" experimental plantings in 10 northward states (as we are trying to discern, too, the northward
limits of species' thrival, anticipating ongoing climate change). We also prioritize finding and image-documenting long-ago
horticultural plantings — especially those that produce seeds and where such seeds have produced seedlings and saplings with
no human interventions. Such documentation offers a way to ensure (a) species thrival at that location and (b) species noninvasiveness. Conservation biologists who have published papers critical of "assisted migration" in the aggregate have pointed to
(a) possible waste of money re failed outcomes and (b) possible invasiveness as the two main bases for their opposition. This point
is so important that I recently posted a new page on the Torreya Guardians website to aggregate the "historic grove"
documentation of our species (as far north as Pennysylvania for this "Florida" native!). Please take a quick look at it:
http://www.torreyaguardians.org/historic-groves.html
HOW RESEARCH FUNDING CAN BECOME ANTI-CONSERVATION. In recent years, several initiatives by the implementing
institutions have held back recovery of Torreya taxifolia: Research was conducted by Atlanta Botanical Garden to try to dry or
cryopreserve T. taxifolia seeds for "preservation of genetic material" as as means to "prevent extinction." Torreya seeds are big and
recalcitrant, however, leading to the discovery that "somatic embryogenesis" is the only way to "cryopreserve" genetics (just the
embryos). Meanwhile, prolific seed production at one of the two ex-situ plantings in northernmost Georgia (s. Appalachians) were
left uncounted and allowed to "go to the squirrels" (while we were denied access to the seeds). I filed a Freedom of Information
Act request this year, which formally confirmed that ex situ seed production was uncounted and therefore presumably
unvalued. Communications I have had with officials confirm that species "recovery" is viewed as not possible at this time because
(a) money is insufficient and (b) (by implication) it is pointless to continue trying to return seeds or seedlings to their native Florida
range until a University of Florida forest pathology lab genetically engineers (using CRISPR) fusarium-disease resistance into
the Torreya genome. And there is no other range designated as the locale for recovery.
Meanwhile, the efforts of Torreya Guardians in assisting this species is ignored by the implementing institutions, but not by
the press nor by academics publishing on methods (such as assisted migration) for climate adaptation of a great range of species,
including common forest canopy trees. (I was contacted by a New York Times journalist early this morning.)
REQUEST: When you have a chance, please call me for a short phone call on this matter. Three upper-level people in USF&WS

REQUEST: When you have a chance, please call me for a short phone call on this matter. Three upper-level people in USF&WS
are aware of my criticism of the official management of Torreya taxifolia. Two have been very open to hearing my perspective. Do
consider that our group's record of tremendous citizen enthusiasm for welcoming an endangered plant onto private lands could be a
helpful antidote to the negative publicity that will surely arise re the Oct 1 U.S. Supreme Court proceeding on the Dusky Frog critical
habitat case. In case you prefer to contact those two staff people first, I list them in the cc line above. I would like to file win-win
suggestions by the Sept 24 deadline for ESA comments, and I would like to forge a degree of citizen-agency teamwork into the
future, if possible. Hence, this email to you.
Do know that I fully support the importance of your work in advising pragmatic and effective management of endangered species in
the USA. Please consider the successes and failures of 14 years of Torreya Guardians efforts as a crucial case to study within the
parameters of your consultation for the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service.
Connie Barlow, founder of Torreya Guardians, 850-420-8002
http://www.torreyaguardians.org/

